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MAIN DETAILS

Status: Deactivated

Level: International

Date Posted: Mon Sep 6 2021 11:49:20

Application Closing Date: Fri Oct 1 2021

Commencement Date: Mon Oct 11 2021

Status of Post: Permanent

Number of Vacancies: 5

.

POST DETAILS
Title: Primary Teachers - Al Ain, UAE
Description: Teachanywhere is working with some of the most prestigious international schools in the Middle

East. One of our schools groups, based in Al Ain, United Arab Emirates are looking for qualified
primary teachers from Ireland who have at least two years post qualifying experience.

The job roles start this month (September 2021 or as soon as you can get there!) so if you are
interested, send your application through and one of our Irish based consultants will be in touch.

School Information: 
This highly regarded international schools group have been asked to support the UAE Vision
and National Agenda 2021, and the Emirate of Abu Dhabi in their commitment to establishing a
‘First Rate Education System’ for all students. As part of this new initiative they have been
awarded 3 schools in Al Ain to manage and operate, with the aim of raising the quality of
education; playing a significant role in shaping the present and future lives of Emirati youth, with
support from their parents.

To achieve this target the aim is to recruit exceptional, highly skilled teachers who have the
enthusiasm and ability to make a difference in these new international curriculum schools. The
schools are KG level up to Elementary Grade 5, with capacity for 3300 students across the three
schools

The group heading up these schools is renowned for running some of the most reputable and
well regarded international schools in the UAE and joining this group and this specific reform
project is potentially career defining.

Requirements:
* Teachers able to immerse themselves in the project and "hit the ground running"
* Ambitious professional educators keen to fast-track their teaching careers
* A Bachelor of Education in Primary or Early Years as per ministry regulations
* A minimum of two years post-qualifying experience
* Previous international teaching experience is particularly welcomed
* Experience of students who have EAL (English as an Additional Language) - a distinct
advantage
* Student-centred teachers with an inquiry approach are preferred

Package:
* A generous tax-free salary of 10,000 - 14,500 AED per month, dependent on experience and
qualifications
* Accommodation – a studio or one bedroom fully-furnished apartment of high quality (two beds
if dependants)
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* Annual flights for the successful teaching candidate (dependents not covered by flights)
* Medical insurance for the teacher 
* Allowance of AED 15,000 provided up to a maximum of 2 children
* An excellent 2 week induction

Location overview:
Al Ain is known as the garden city of the Gulf and is a very green, fertile city equidistant from
Abu Dhabi and Dubai (One hour fifteen) close to the border with Oman. It nestles amongst the
rugged peaks of the Hajar Mountains with a back drop of amazing red sand dunes! Al Ain offers
a quieter pace of life but is equally suited to those sports fanatics with a love of the outdoors. Its
a city where many come for activity based holidays. Life is more traditional and yet offers
modern amenities, shopping malls and café culture with the ease of travelling in to Dubai at
weekends for the buzz of big city life. 

About us: 
‘Teach the world, live the dream’ - Teachanywhere was launched in 2004 to assist teachers of
all levels and backgrounds find their ideal role in their dream location. We were one of the first
companies to search the world for teaching opportunities while acknowledging that it’s not
always easy to settle in a new country. Combining Teachanywhere’s size, expertise, and local
knowledge we are able to advise teachers where in the world they are most likely to thrive
professionally and as a person.

Due to the high volume of applications received only successful candidates will be contacted.
We look forward to hearing from you
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APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Curriculum Vitae
References

.
Applications may be submitted by

Email
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APPLY TO THIS JOB VACANCY

Apply To: 100 Grays Inn Road
Holborn
London
WC1X 8AL

Country: United Kingdom

Enquiries To: ireland@teachanywhere.com

Website: https://www.teachanywhere.com
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